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[uring acceleration, and Rsd represents the work given out during •ctardation. Let MN, Fig. 45, represent the length of the lidcr's stroke and NC the resistance of cutting (uniform) on the ame force scale as that by which Qa, Fig. 426", represents the
Wp
orce -      at the beginning of the stroke; then energy to do cutting
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>cr stroke is represented by the area MBCN. But during the arly part of the stroke the reciprocating parts must be acceler-led, and the force necessary at the beginning, found as above, = BD=Qa. The driving gear must, therefore, be able to over-ome resistance equal to MK-\ BD. The acceleration, and hence he accelerating force, decreases as the slider advances, becoming ero at E« From K on the acceleration becomes negative, and lence the slider gives out energy and helps to overcome the resist-,nce, and the driving gear has only to furnish energy represented by the area -4/i/W, though the work really c done against resistance equals that repre-A sen ted by the area C7',7'W. Tin* energy represented by the difference of these areas, /1C7<J, is that which is stored in the lider's mass during acceleration. Since by the law of con-ervation of energy, energy given out per cycle« that received, L follows that area ACE -area DRB, and area BCMN ^ IDMN. This redistribution of energy would seem to modify he problem on page 62, since that problem is based on the .ssumption of uniform resistance during cutting stroke. The xxsition of maximum velocity of slider, however, corresponds to icceleration »o. The maximum rate of doing work, and the orresponding torsional driving moment at the crank-shaft would >robably correspond to the same position, and would not be materially changed. In such machines as simpers, the accelera-ion and weight of slider are so small that the redistribution of nergy is unimportant.

